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OVERVIEW
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concussion 101 – What, How, Evaluation, Treatment, RTP
Intro to Banner Concussion and Sports Medicine
Banner/ASA Partnership
What’s Happening in Soccer with Concussions
Concussion Policy
Concussion Process
ASA statistics

BANNER CONCUSSION & SPORTS
MEDICINE CENTER
• Multidisciplinary center dedicated to
the treatment of athletic related
concussions
• Started in 2013
• MD, PA-C, PT, OT, OD, PhD, ATC
• Has worked with ASA (AYSA) since 2014
• Resource for Concussion and Sports
Medicine Injuries

GOALS FOR CENTER
• One stop medical care center for
concussions
• Education – Community Outreach
• Resource for athletes, parents, coaches,
teams, etc.
• Access to baseline testing
• Diminish the stigma and fear
surrounding the injury

PARTNERSHIP WITH ASA
• Have helped to be a medical resource
for concussions and other topics
utilizing our specialists plus the rest of
the Banner system.
• Biggest project has been the
development of current ASA concussion
protocol which was modeled off of our
work with a member club
• Evaluation and follow- up forms
• RTP

CONCUSSION EDUCATION

US YOUTH CONCUSSION POLICY
• Players who are suspected of having sustained a concussion shall be removed
from play immediately and evaluated by team medical staff.
• The evaluation should consist of standardized acute concussion evaluation
using the SCAT5.
• If the evaluated player is diagnosed with a concussion, he or she may not
return to play that same day.
• The player is to be referred to a licensed healthcare professional. The
healthcare professional is responsible for making the “return to play”
decision.

WEST REGION CONCUSSION POLICY
(BY STATES)
State

Policy

Alaska

The clubs develop their own policy regarding coaching education and concussion awareness. The individual clubs police all
their own head injuries.

Arizona

Coaching officials are to acknowledge the ASA concussion policy. An informed consent is signed annually by the player’s
legal guardian. An athlete who has a suspected concussion must be removed from play. The state office notifies the team
and club of the suspected concussion. The ASA concussion “return to play” form must be signed by an MD or DO.

Cal North

The individual team is responsible for notifying parents of suspected concussion. Player pass is surrendered to a league
representative upon injury. The pass is returned to team after medical release is received.

Cal South

Parents are required to sign a concussion information fact sheet. Online training is available from CDC HEADS UP. Does not
provide return to play information.

Colorado

In order to serve as a coach, assistant coach, team manager or work in any capacity with a club, they must complete the
CDC HEADS UP. Does not provide return to play information.

Hawaii

The clubs & leagues notify the parent of a suspected concussion. The player must be evaluated and cleared by an MD or
DO.

Idaho

All coaches must be educated on the concussion guideline (diagnosis, return to play). If comfortable, the coach may use
sideline evaluation. Idaho recommends SCAT3. Return to play is just to follow Zurich II guidelines.

WEST REGION CONCUSSION POLICY
(BY STATES)
State

Policy

Montana

CDC HEADS UP is required by coaches every season. Parent is to sign consent and concussion awareness information.
Does not provide “return to play” information.

Nevada

Unable to find information on their website

New
Mexico

Coaching staff required to take CDC HEADS UP. Players diagnosed with a concussion will be required to sit out for 240hrs
(10days) and receive “return to play” signed by a licensed healthcare professional.

Oregon

A sideline toolkit is provided to coaching staff to assess on the sideline: a series of questions. Players must provide a
“return to play” form.

Utah

Doctors must within 3 years have successfully completed a continuing education course in the evaluation and
management of concussions. 24hrs symptom free between each stage to progression: 3 stages total. Must provide a
“return to play” signed by a licensed healthcare professional.

Washington

Coach/assistant coach/team manager must complete an online concussion prevention program and submit a certificate
showing completion of the program to the club/association.

Wyoming

Unable to find information on their website

ASA PROCESS FOR ADDRESSING
PERCENT OF EMAILS SENT BY
HEAD INJURIES
ASA FOLLOWING A HEAD INJURY
No
31%

Yes
69%

Reasons why follow-up emails were not sent:
Players turn in a return to play form, but ASA
was never notified that they had a concussion

TEAM OFFICIAL PROCESS
FOR ADDRESSING HEAD
INJURIES

ASA CONCUSSION FORMS
• These are other
resources available
through the ASA
website for concussion
clearance.
• The first form is the
initial physician
evaluation form (to be
completed by an MD or
DO)
• The second form is the
return-to-play
progression guidelines.

CONCUSSION CONSENSUS STATEMENT

INTRODUCTIONS
FIELD STATISTICS
Average time to clear:

21.55 days

Average time to clear (top three thrown out [387, 371, 309],
bottom three thrown out [0, 0, 0]):

17.67 days

Maximum # of Days to Clear

387

Minimum # of Days to Clear

0

Total # of Concussions Reported

287

Total # of Players Cleared

254

Of note: Possible reasons for the lack of clearance include: still working through the
return to play protocol; did not return to the following season of soccer; aged out of
Arizona Soccer Association’s youth program.
Of the players who are not cleared, five aged out; six sustained head injuries in 2018;
and 22 sustained injuries in 2019.
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# OF PLAYERS CLEARED IN THE FIRST WEEK
This is a further breakdown of the number
of players that get cleared within the first
seven days of a diagnosed concussion.
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Variables to Consider:
1. Players cleared in zero days could have been pulled for a
potential concussion and saw an MD or DO that same day
for clearance (meaning they did not have a concussion).
2. Players cleared in one day were usually kids that got their
pass pulled and then went to the doctor the following day
for clearance (meaning they did not have a concussion).
3. Could some of these players have gone to the doctor and
reported no symptoms? Does this then mean they are
diagnosed as never having had a concussion?
4. Return to play protocol is a minimum of five days symptom
free. Players cleared between two and five days could only
be cleared if they never had a concussion at all.
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QUESTIONS?

